
Biomes

ice
Ice biomes, such as in the artic circle, are cold and dry all year 
round. 99 per cent of it is covered by ice. These harsh conditions 
make it very difficult for survival.

tundra
Tundra is one of the coldest biomes and therefore has little plant 
and animal variety (but more than ice biomes). Tundra biomes 
cover approximately one fifth of the Earth’s surface.

temperate 
(mixed or 
deciduous) 
forest

This biome rarely experiences extremely hot or cold, although 
winters are more severe. There are four seasons in this biome, 
with deciduous trees shedding their leaves in autumn. 

tropical
rainforest

Rainforests are warm all year long and can have frequent rainfall.
The average temperature in tropical rainforests ranges from 21 to 
30°C. Due to the rainfall and heat, rainforests are humid.

savannah

The savannah is a rolling grassland with scattered trees and 
shrubs. It has two distinct seasons, one rainy, one dry. There are 
often large herds of grazing animals on the savannah that thrive 
on the abundance of grass and trees.

desert
Covering about one fifth of the planet, deserts and are extremely 
dry areas. Plants and animals have evolved over time to adapt to 
the harsh environment that are often hot and dry.

grassland 
(steppe)

Usually made up of areas of grass with fewer trees or large plants. 
Grassland is similar to savannah but has colder winters.

taiga Taiga areas are covered in plants and trees. They are snowy and 
cold for most of the year with long winters and short, cool summers

Biomes around the world
A biome is a particular kind of large ecosystem, or environment of living things. 
Biomes are described primarily on the basis of their climate, landscapes
animals and plants. Earth includes ten biomes. All living things are suited to 
live in the biome in which they are found. An organism adapts to survive or 
thrive in the environment that surrounds it.

Key vocabulary

climate

Climate is the average measurements of 
temperature, wind, humidity, snow, and rain in a 
place over the course of years. Climate is like the 
weather, but over a long time.

adaptation
Adaptation is the physical or behavioural 
characteristic of an organism that helps an 
organism to survive better in the surrounding 
environment.

equator
An equator is an imaginary line around the middle 
of a planet or other celestial body. It is halfway 
between the North Pole and the South Pole, at 0 
degrees latitude. 

latitude

Latitude is the measurement of distance north or 
south of the Equator. It is measured with 180 
imaginary lines that form circles around the Earth 
east-west, parallel to the Equator.


